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Clinical Partner
Our clinical partner is Cure Ethiopia. 
We have not been in steady contact 
with them because of political 
instability in the region but plan to 
work with them as the situation 
changes.

Circuit Design
This is what our circuits look like. We have a transformer-based 
circuit (below) and a charge pump circuit (above) that we are 
developing. Each circuit is supplied by a 9V voltage source and 
is designed to send a pulse to the user. These circuits are to be 
controlled by the sensor we are also designing for our product.

Sensor Design
Using signals from the gyroscope and accelerometer in a BNO055 
Absolute Orientation Sensor attached below the knee of the user, we can 
identify trends in the sensor data as the user walks. Shown below is a graph 
of the two signals as the user walks. The sensor data will be used to 
stimulate the user's leg at the correct time.

Electrode Design
Electrode pads are used to provide an interface between an electrical circuit 
and the human body.. The electrode has many applications in the 
biomedical field and is the location of electron transfer both for sensing and 
stimulating different parts of the body. Hydrogel electrodes and conductive 
fabric electrodes are two types of electrodes used for FES.

Transformer-based circuit

Conclusions
The FES team is currently working on a cost-effective FES device 
prototype. Both circuit designs are being prototyped on breadboards and 
the sensor and electrodes are also in the prototyping phase. Since the team 
is not in direct contact with CURE Ethiopia, our goal of being cost-
effective and increasing the quality of life have remained the same.

Introduction
We believe the creation of a low-
cost functional electrical stimulation 
device will improve the quality of life 
and the happiness of many 
children otherwise unable to walk.

Charge Pump circuit



▌Disclaimer 

The work presented in this document has been provided solely for educational 
and edification purposes. All materials are composed by students of Messiah 

University and are not certified by any means. They do not constitute 
professional consultation and require the examination and evaluation by a 

certified engineer through any product development process. The contents 
documented are the produced work by the student design team but do not 

necessarily represent the as-built or as-assembled state of a complete and 
tested design; faculty, staff, and other professionals involved in our program 

may have augmented the student engineering work during implementation, 
which may not be recorded within this document.  

Messiah University, the Collaboratory, nor any party related to the composition 

of this document, shall be liable for any indirect, incidental, special, 
consequential, or punitive damages, or any loss of profits or revenues, whether 

incurred directly or indirectly, or other intangible losses, resulting from your 
access to or use of the provided material; any content obtained from the 

provided material, or alteration of its content. 
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